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Editor’s Comments
The next Membership meeting will be a virtual
Zoom meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, December 3.
If you know someone who wants to view the meeting,
either a visiting railfan or an interested person, it is
okay to pass the link onto them (but please do not
send to large groups). Member Paul Grether will give
a brief presentation on a Long Island Railroad station
project in Manhattan. Afterward, some members will
show 20 digital images of their own choosing. Want
to participate and show some digital images? Email
the club at cincinnatirrclub@gmail.com.
Watch for an email with meeting sign-in details.
Do you have thoughts and questions that you’d like to
share in future Headlight & Markers?
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President’s Comments
October, 2020
By Chris Mayhew

Greetings fellow Cincinnati Railroad Club members,
I understand that not everyone can take advantage of the Zoom virtual membership programs/meetings, but please know that I wish we could be meeting in person instead.
Let’s hope we can get back to meeting as soon as possible. When we do get to meet, it
will be in a new location that will probably rotate around the area for at least a little while.
Entertainment Junction is a possibility, but so too are many libraries or halls etc. It is possible that we may need to meet a little earlier in the evening for some locations like libraries because they require a 9 p.m. closing time.
Our next virtual Zoom meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, December 3. Member Paul
Grether will show a presentation on a station project on the Long Island Railroad in New
York City where he works. We will then have a few CRRC members each show us about
20 digital images. If you want to show some photos on December 3 and have yet to do
so…please email the club at cincinnatirrclub@gmail.com
The search for a new home to either host meetings and be a clubroom office, or possibly
just an office/club room continues. Currently, a 1,100 square-foot space at Longworth
Hall would cost about $17,000 a year to lease/rent. That’s not big enough to have meetings either. An on the cheap 1,600 square-foot option on Spring Grove Avenue renting for
$800 a month is something that I asked the board to examine. It wasn’t well-liked for
multiple reasons including its quality, security and parking. What’s this all mean? I am
not sure yet. The search for a new home of some sort will continue, but the current spike
in new coronavirus cases means that there is not a hurry yet to come to a resolution. We’ll
keep scouting options. It is my hope that when we come out of the COVID-19 situation
that we will have at a minimum done some homework on options. This can also be a time
for some out of the box thinking as well. I’m open to ideas from board and non-board
members alike.
On November 20, the Cincinnati Museum Center announced that Tower A will not be
open to the public this year as part of their Holiday Junction display.
Have a very happy holiday season, Happy Thanksgiving and Merry Christmas

Chris Mayhew
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Amtrak News
By W. Mike Weber

Austin Texas just passed a multi-billion transit plan. Remember our efforts here in 2002? Their plan
is somewhat smaller with 27 miles of light rail. The big dollar ticket is a downtown tunnel.
Smart. Avoid the car/transit congestion. Another competitor to Cincinnati takes a step forward.
The pandemic is hurting transit nationally. Yet things are happening. The South Shore Line (CSSSB) is extending a line 7.8 mikes to Munster /Dyer. This opens up an entire new way for those populations to get to Chicago. (i.e., when someone will want to again!!)
Eurostar is now operating direct service London to Amsterdam.
The European Union is proposing a return of the Trans European Express type services offered in the
1960s and 1970s --- only more and faster trains going longer distances. They are also talking of
more night service. Europe is serious about mid-distance travelers not flying. They are about to offer services that make air travel more of an extremely long- distance choice.
China is building another 35,000 km. of high-speed rail, making a total of about 75,000 km. Wow. As
many miles as our costly and dangerous interstate highway system.
Amtrak has cut long distance services in the USA to 3 times a week! (A failed strategy in the 1998
era). Is there more to this than just reaction to a Pandemic? No secret some at Amtrak only believe rail
should exist in densely-populated corridors.
Over the past 49 years, Congress has had a
more national viewpoint. With an incoming President who is an outspoken supporter of rail, I have
my fingers crossed that the United States will finally invest in passenger rail. There will be pushback from the usual suspects.
President Biden will almost certainly release the funds stuck in the pipeline for years targeted for the construction of a needed new Hudson River tunnel. The one we have now will be refurbished so there will
be 4 tracks under the Hudson River. The new version of Acela will have 8 cars, not 6. There will be
28 trainsets, not 20. Lots of seats to sell!!
Siemens cars are being delivered in the Chicago area. They are coming by RAIL, mostly via Union Pacific. The cars will be in service in the Midwest, minus Ohio and Indiana!! Mostly. Date
of the scheduled implementation is to be announced soon.
The famous Janice Adams will be retiring from Amtrak in January. I hope she is welcomed along
the CARDINAL route as she makes her last trip. A joyful person under any circumstances. She will
be greatly missed by those who use the CARDINAL.
For an interesting reading, CRRC Member Jeff Hirsch has an extensive article on trains in Cincinnati,
published in this month’s Passenger Train Journal .

Mike Weber
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VISITORS TO TOWER A — 2004 through 2007
By Dennis Teagle

On May 1, 2004, the Pennsylvania Railroad Technical & Historical Society visited Tower A as part
of the annual convention. The group was given a tour of Tower A and also a tour of the Railroad
Museum by Cincinnati club member Jim Corbett. They also had a conversation with retired railroader Stan Fletcher. The visitors got to go through the extensive club library and enjoy the view
out the windows of Tower A of Norfolk Southern's Gest St. yard.
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VISITORS TO TOWER A - 2004 through 2007, Continued from Page 4

On July 3-9, 2005, the annual NMRA convention was held in Cincinnati. One of the stops on
the convention tour was Tower A. There was a special display in Tower A showing model railroading through the years, accompanied by displays of club members’ model trains. There was a
Lego model of the Cincinnati Union Terminal at the convention site which later was displayed
in the rotunda of Cincinnati Union Terminal.
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VISITORS TO TOWER A 2004 through 2007, Continued from Page 5

Alex Nunn & Jack Haap

Alex Nunn & Dennis Teagle

On September 25, 2006, British truck driver, Alex Nunn, stopped by Tower A during his
month long visit to the U.S. and took pictures and spoke with CRRC members Jack Haap and
Dennis Teagle. Alex spent about three hours visiting in Tower A, where he took many pictures of the railroad action out the windows of Tower A and talked about railroading in general and the many other places he had visited in the U.S. and was going to visit. A very enjoyable time for all concerned.

On June 15 2007 two retired CSX employees, John and Mike Acken, visited Tower A and
reminisced about taking the Pan American to visit their grandmother in Tennessee in their
youth. They are thinking about making a model railroad layout with Cincinnati Union Terminal as part of the layout.
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LOVELAND TOWER — PRR
By W. Mike Weber
We become rail fans in many ways, Certainly, when I was young we had close proximity to trains, In my case
it was C.U.T and Winton Place, This was often backed up by a model railroad at home. Trains magazine. Best
of all you could actually ride trains from this city.
Early PRR, NYC and B&O trips sealed my interest.
But maybe what made it all click was third trick at Loveland Tower.
Little did we know in 1963 the twists and turns history would bring. But certainly, the MAIN
trains would survive. Henry Husbands let Chuck Richards, Jim O'dell, and a few of us spend third trick in the
tower. Henry would be contact with dispatch in Columbus lighting trains and writing orders. Any
time a train was passing Henry would exit the tower and stand WAY BACK!! He made sure we did also. It
was not possible to see what was hanging out boxcar doors at that hour. And you did not want any part of it.
Loveland tower protected the B&O crossing with the Pennsylvania. After 11 pm it was freight until morning. Those trains really dominated the night in Loveland.
Sometimes Henry would leave the tower to go to a local greasy spoon. There were three greasy spoons in Loveland at the time. All bad. His instructions were 'If the phone rings-don't answer it".
In the morning before light the CINCINNATI LIMITED would pass headed for Norwood and CUT. The train
sported a sleeper, coach (s), and lots of head end!! This was all sorted out earlier in the night at Columbus.
Those passengers had enjoyed a ride over Horseshoe Curve, night views of Pittsburgh, and a dark trip along the
Little Miami River.
Not much later the stately B&O NATIONAL IMTED would approach. This train was a favorite to ride as well
as view. E Units, coaches, diner, sleepers, slumber coach and a round end Observation. Trains # 1 and #
2 were sometimes 14 cars at the Holidays. Train one was rarely late. The NATIONAL would be in Union Terminal about the time I got home. New crew and onto a quick sprint across Indiana and Illinois to St. Louis.
Connections plenty to the West, and Southwest.
The passing of that train meant time to go home.
Years later I had a good customer in Only, Illinois. It was always sad to go down to the tracks of CSX and see
how much less mobile we are than when I was a teenager.
Henry, if you are out there, thanks for the experience!
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L & N RESEARCH RESOURCE AVAILABLE ONLINE
By Dave Bossart

The University of Louisville with financial support from CSX has made The Louisville & Nashville
Employees’ Magazine available online. The magazine was published from March of 1925 through
June of 1974. The magazine provides lots of news and articles pertaining to the L&N as a company, its
equipment, its customers, and the cities and towns it served. Employee news was also quite extensive
with a large amount of coverage of retirements, births, deaths, weddings, and other personal events.
Some examples of articles that may be of interest to CRRC members are as follows:
•

“Cincinnati Railway Club Hears Mr. Jouett” (Vol 8 No 2, April 1932). A Cincinnati Railway Club apparently existed before the Cincinnati Railroad Club
was created. The meeting was held at the Hotel Gibson with E. S. Jouett, vice
president and general counsel of the L&N, providing a talk on “Railroads-Buses
-Trucks”.

•

“Magnificent Terminal Opened” (Vol 9 No 2, April 1933). Article about the
opening of Cincinnati Union Terminal.

•

“New Produce Yards Opened at Cincinnati” (Vol 9 No 4, June 1933). This article covers the opening of the Plum Street Yard to handle produce shipments in
Cincinnati.

•

A series of monthly articles on the history of the L&N began in January 1939
(Vol 15 No 1) until July of 1942 (Vol 18 No 7). The October 1941 (Vol 17 No
10) article “The Old Reliable Tightens Its Belt” highlights lines entering Cincinnati.

•

“Covington – Second City of Kentucky” (Vol 16 No 4, April 1940) is a city
profile of the city of Covington, Kentucky.

•

“”Operation DeCoursey” Is Almost Complete” (Vol 26 No 11, November
1950) discusses the 3 year improvement program of the DeCoursey Yard.

•

“Queen City Railroad Enthusiasts” (Vol 35 No 4, April 1959) is an article about
the Cincinnati Railroad Club discussing its organization, activities, and its interactions with the L&N.

•

The February 1961 (Vol 37 No 2) issue has a couple of pictures on page 30
showing items given to the Cincinnati Railroad Club by the L&N for display in
the Cincinnati Railroad Club’s new museum.

These and many other articles can be accessed through the University of Louisville’s digital library.
Here is a link to the L&N collection: http://digital.library.louisville.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/ln.
Just click the “Employe Magazine” link to enter the magazine collection. Volume/Numbers were given
in the example list above to help navigate to the associated article.
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MUSINGS BY CRRC MEMBERS
ALONG THE I & O
I would like to write about sone good Indiana & Ohio rail action that occurred on October 13. I was watching the daily
Washington Courthouse train when he had a breakdown of titanic proportion on Pleasant Renner Road at Cozaddale.
He had 2 locomotives on the front and 2 helpers on the rear. The second locomotive on the front was misbehaving --- it
throttled down to idle and wouldn’t pull, leaving the lead engine to do all the work. When it cleared the crossing, it
revved up and started sanding the rails and pulling. Suddenly I saw sparks from a wheel that locked up, then I saw a
cloud of black smoke --- and I knew that a traction motor had burned up. I don’t know how he made it up the hill but the
train stalled at Long-Spurling Road.
Adding insult to injury, the air system went down. I could hear and see the helpers idling when the Conductor from the
helpers walked the track, looking for the air problem. The front crew also walked the train, looking for the problem. A
plug came out of a reservoir, and they had to bring the air parts down from Washington Court House, and the traction
motor from the I & O shop at Norwood. They finally got the train moving after a few hours.
Also, the B & O station at Midland City is rapidly falling down. The roof and other parts of the station are collapsing.
The chimney has already collapsed into the building, and it is just a matter of time before the station falls down. I didn’t
know that at one time there was a water hydrant at Midland City to serve both of the B & O lines there. Till next time!

Richard Shaver
************************************************************************************************

MADISON ROAD
A week or so ago I was walking along the Wasson Way bike trail. I was crossing Madison from the side of the street
where Buskin bakery is located to the side where La Rosa’s is located. There was some construction going on in the
middle of the road as the city started the work to put in an island where pedestrians and bikers could seek safety when
crossing the street. This whole are is just a half block away from the intersection of Madison and Edwards.

Look what I saw one day….old tracks that were unearthed as they stated to dig. These are perpendicular to the former
Wasson Way tracks.
I would assume for a street car line going along Madison? If anyone have any ideas on which route I would love hearing
your ideas.

Bill Boone

Got an answer or comment? Send an email to: headlight.markers@yahoo.com, and we’ll publish it in H & M
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Railfan’s Diary
Glimpses of the 1960’s
By Jim Mixter

In three previous articles I listed some notable and some work-a-day consists I had jotted down as a 15year-old railfan in 1966, mostly around Cincinnati. Passenger service was on the decline, but there were
still two trains on many Cincinnati routes. RPO contracts and express service were holding financial losses down, though these revenue sources would soon disappear. Sleeping car, dining, and lounge services
were being cut back. Here in Part 4 are a few from the Norfolk and Western and Pennsylvania.
N&W served Cincinnati with two trains to Norfolk, the daytime Powhattan Arrow and the Pocahontas,
which was overnight between Cincinnati and Roanoke and daytime between Roanoke and Norfolk. Dining-Lounge service didn’t operate into Cincinnati but was operated during meal hours on both trains, with
cars switched in and out at intermediate points.

Norfolk and Western Train 25, Cincinnati-Norfolk, the Powhattan Arrow, January, 1966 at Cincinnati Union Terminal
(all cars N&W unless noted)

Baggage

1417

Baggage

539

Atlantic Coast Line

Baggage

344

Nickel Plate

Baggage

1317

Baggage

1458

RPO

90

Baggage

117

Coach

540

P-S lightweight, built for 1949 Powhattan Arrow

Coach

1729

P-S lightweight, built for 1946 Powhattan Arrow

The Arrow would be combined with an all-stops local train east of Bluefield and became and overnighter
between Norfolk and Bluefield but without sleeper service. The addition of ex-Wabash dome coaches
(available after the N&W/Wabash/NKP merger) made travel between more enjoyable, especially in daylight; an out-and-back daytime round trip to Kenova was done by many CRRC members. To save money at Cincinnati Union Terminal, N&W took off the diner-lounge and local coaches at Clare Yard, running just a baggage car and dome coach into the Terminal. The Arrow was discontinued not too long
after US mail contracts were removed, leaving only the Pocahontas on the line.
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Railfan’s Diary, Continued from Page 10
Norfolk and Western Train 4 Cincinnati-Norfolk, the Pocahontas, January, 1966, at Cincinnati Union Terminal
(all cars N&W)
Baggage

1400

Baggage

118

Baggage

1324

Baggage

1312

RPO

92

Coach

538

P-S lightweight, built for 1949 Powhattan Arrow

Coach

1722

P-S lightweight, built for 1946 Powhattan Arrow

10-6 Sleeper

City of Kokomo

P-S lightweight built for the Nickel Plate

The Pocahontas in the fifties had an Ashland-Columbus section, with sleepers and coaches to NorfolkChicago via the Pennsylvania. In the sixties it still provided good service, with a sleeper overnight Cincinnati-Roanoke and dining lounge service during daylight hours. The N&W did what it could to retain
and attract passengers; the dome coaches moved to the Pocahontas after the Arrow was discontinued.
Sleeper patrons paid coach fare plus the room charge. Sleeper passengers also received complimentary
dinner westbound and breakfast eastbound, and coach passengers were given free disposable pillows, and
there was attendant service. These services were maintained right up to the last day of operation, April
30, 1971.
Like the New York Central, Pennsylvania’s Cincinnati Limited had been a deluxe streamliner; by the
mid-1960’s it was a shadow of its former self but still provided sleeper and dining/lounge service. East
of Columbus, Cincinnati cars ran in St. Louis-New York trains which had dining car and sleeper-lounge
service.

PRR Cincinnati-Columbus, the Cincinnati Limited, Train 78, January 2, 1966 at Cincinnati Union Terminal
(mail/baggage section not noted; all cars PRR)
Rebuilt (streamlined) heavyweight

Coach

4306

Coach

4110

Altoona-built lightweight

Coach

4052

Rebuilt (streamlined) heavyweight

10-5 Sleeper

Cascade Roar

P-S lightweight (likely an extra holiday car)

10-6 Sleeper

Muskegon Rapids

P-S lightweight

Diner-Lounge

4482

Heavyweight (Cincinnati-Columbus)

In winter, the Limited left Cincinnati in midafternoon, necessitating the diner-lounge. In summer, it left at
5:00PM without dining service, passengers having to wait until Columbus when Cincinnati cars were
switched into St. Louis trains. Several months later, I saw the westbound at Winton Place with the dinerlounge, one sleeper, and one coach. Pennsy was trying to get as much out of the train as it could—there
were so many head-end and box cars after the passenger cars that a caboose graced the rear-end! Down to a
baggage car, coach, and a sleeper, the now Penn Central Cincinnati Limited ran through Amtrak day, May 1,
1971.
The Pennsylvania line to Chicago had the Union, a day train, and the Buckeye, a night train with late night
departure and pre-breakfast arrival.
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Railfan’s Diary, Continued from Page 11

PRR Cincinnati-Chicago, the Buckeye, Train 74, January, 1966 at Cincinnati Union Terminal
Express Box

(mail/baggage section not noted; all cars PRR unless noted)
3729
Santa Fe

RPO

6548

RPO

6565

10-6 Sleeper

Kittatinny Rapids

P-S lightweight

Coach

4360

Rebuilt (streamlined) heavyweight

Coach

1638

heavyweight

At Logansport, the Buckeye combined with another Buckeye originating in Columbus and the Kentuckian
originating in Louisville, both of which carried a sleeper and coaches. These trains’ sleepers catered to
business travelers wanting a late night departure and breakfast-time arrival. I spotted the 8 roomette 6 bedroom Golden Journey built for the Rock Island’s Golden State one night. The schedules of all three trains
was not helped when the Chicago arrival time was changed to 5:55AM to suit mail contracts. The sleepers
were discontinued not long after, and not long after the night trains themselves were gone, leaving only the
Union on the Cincinnati route.
While the Buckeye was unimpressive in the 1960’s, in the 1950’s, as the Southland, it ran to ChicagoCincinnati overnight, then via L&N during the day serving Atlanta, and then several other railroads to Jacksonville and other Florida points with through sleeping cars and lounge service Chicago-Cincinnati.

PRR Chicago-Cincinnati, the Union, Train 71, March 20, 1966 at Winton Place
(mail/baggage section not noted; all cars PRR unless noted)
Baggage

9168

Baggage

9353

RPO

7425

Coach

4343

Rebuilt (streamlined) heavyweight

Coach

4347

Rebuilt (streamlined) heavyweight

The Union had a news agent selling sandwiches, snacks, and beverages riding between Norwood and Logansport. In its final months several years after the Penn Central merger, ex-NYC stainless-steel lightweight coaches were operated instead of the old P-70 heavyweights.

Of some consolation to passenger buffs, Amtrak acquired the best of the remaining passenger car fleet
from the now-freight-only railroads. These underwent various types of refurbishing, and they were operated in some trains which were much improved over the trains operated by those railroads which had most
aggressively downgraded their passenger service. In a future column I’ll note some consists which harkened back to the 1950’s heyday of passenger trains and provided much more diversity and interest than
today’s mostly standardized consists of Amfleet, Viewliner, Horizon, and Superliner equipment.
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John Biehn’s Steam News For July 2020
Courtesy of Jim Corbett
Steam Locomotive Hauls Cane Harvest... Members of the Glades communities, local elected officials and
the people of U.S. Sugar celebrated on October 1, the beginning of the company's 90th harvest season at
a dedication event for the historic steam locomotive No. 148, which hauled the season's first sugarcane
train from field to mill.
Everyone safely gathered around the century old 4-6-2 "pacific" type locomotive as it came to a halt on the
tracks before them. A champagne bottle of pure cane sugar was smashed over its coupler to christen the
"Sugar Express" before sending the train on towards the mill.
The City of Clewiston invited local residents and rail fans to view the train from a secure, pre-determined
location as it chugged through town. The newly restored steam engine was displayed for several hours at the
U.S. Sugar Locomotive North Shop.
While most steam locomotives originally ran on coal, and because U.S. Sugar is always looking for new
innovations and sustainability, this steam engine has been designed to run on recycled vegetable oil.
U.S. Sugar plans to add passenger cars to engine 148 in the future so that visitors can see their farms and
learn more about the company's rich history and food production from a very unique perspective.
The Sugar Express is also expected to help draw visitors to America's "Sweetest Town" as they come to
experience a ride behind a genuine steam locomotive.
Since 2016, U.S. Sugar had been working to restore No. 148, a vintage 1920s era steam locomotive the
company employed decades ago to haul sugarcane from the fields to its mill. This steam locomotive, which the
Florida East Coast Railway originally received delivery of in June, 1920, ran throughout their system, including
the fabled Key West Extension. The Florida East Coast operated Engine 148 up until 1952, when it was then
acquired by U.S. Sugar. Locomotive 148 remained at U.S. Sugar until the 1970s before being sold to a short
line in New Jersey.
(Thanks to Don Browne, SW Florida Online, via Tom Schultz)
Locomotive 2926 News..The Covid-19 pandemic has slowed the restoration of an Albuquerque icon- the massive
steam locomotive that once called Coronado Park home. The New Mexico Steam Locomotive and Railroad
Historical Society has spent the last twenty years restoring locomotive No. 2926.
"At this point, we have about 300,000 volunteer hours and three and a half million dollars in this project," said
Mike Hartshorne, a leading member of the organization.In March, the volunteers were preparing for a milestone.
"We were actually going to steam it up and move it under
its own power for the first time since 1953, but we couldn't do it" Hartshorne said. The Covid-19 pandemic stopped
them in their tracks. Since the governor has loosened restrictions, a small group resumed working on the train, but
they are still waiting until they can bring their entire group back together. Right now, the state public health order
limits gatherings to ten.
"We want them to all be present when it moves. It would be really unfair for me to bring a crew of ten in here and
run it. We'd enjoy it but all those other people who have been on the project for decades would get cut out," he said
Despite the delay, Hartshorne is optimistic the train will be moving soon.
Santa Fe 2926 is a former Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway 4-8-4 "Northern" type steam locomotive built in
1944 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The railroad used this locomotive in both fast freight and passenger service
accumulating over one million miles of usage before its last revenue run on December 24, 1953. Afterwards, the
locomotive and a caboose were donated to the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1956 in recognition of the city's
250th anniversary and placed in Coronado Park.
(Thanks to Ryan Laughlin, KOB4 News via Tom Schultz)
Save the 90...Polson Logging No. 90 is a 2-8-2 steam locomotive built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1926.
She was originally built for the Polson Logging Company and No. 90 remained on that company's roster until Polson
was purchased by Rayonier Inc. in 1945. She continued to haul logs under the Rayonier name until Rayonier made the
decision to move to diesel motive power in 1962. No. 90 was one of two steam locomotives chosen to pull the last
steam hauled log trains on the line at a special "Farewell to Steam" event that was attended by a large number of rail
fans, local citizens and state officials.
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John Biehn’s Steam News, Continued from Page 13
Save the 90, Continued
Upon retirement, Rayonier was unwilling to simply scrap a fully working locomotive so No. 90 was offered for sale at
her scrap value of $1,250.00. She was then purchased by the Lions Club of Garibaldi in 1963 and placed on display as
a tourist attraction.
Restoration to working order began in January, 2020 with the restoration of the tender. By mid-March the tender had
been stripped down and work begun restoring the frame and the trucks. Unfortunately, with the onset of Covid-19,
work was unable to progress. Work finally resumed in July. With work again moving forward, new leaf springs and
truck bolts have been obtained for the tender trucks. Riveting and and repairs are continuing on the tender frame.
Overall, Covid-19 has put the restoration effort behind schedule with the tender now expected to be completed by
March, 2021. Locomotive work will begin shortly after the tender is complete.
The Covid-19 closure has also impacted the fundraising effort. Several grants have been applied for and the Port of
Garibaldi kick started the renewed fundraising effort with a nice donation. To help the project Save the 90 stay on
track,please consider a donation at savethepolson90.org/donate
(Thanks to the Oregon Coast Scenic Railroad)
2100 Restoration Update..Former Reading Railroad No. 2100 is a 4-8-4 steam locomotive was originally built as No.
2020, a 2-8-0 "Consolidation" by Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1925. In 1945, this locomotive was rebuilt at the
Reading Shops into a 4-8-4. No. 2100 was then used in freight service on the Reading until 1957. After retirement
from service, the steamer was stored in a round house in Hagerstown, Maryland and used as a part source for its twin
locomotive No. 2101. After going through various owners, it ran occasionally in Ohio, Maryland and Canada. At Tacoma, Washington, No. 2100 operated in limited excursion service on a short line until 2008. Its premature retirement
was due to poor steaming as a result of conversion to oil firing. No. 2100 was originally built to burn Anthracite coal.
No. 2100 has since been transported to the former B&O round house in Cleveland, Ohio in 2015 and is now under
restoration to operating condition. Possible completion of the restoration is in 2021 or 2022, since the pandemic has
slowed restoration efforts.
Here is a recent progress report: The forging and machining of the 560 staybolts have been completed. The next process will see that all of the staybolts will be sandblasted to remove mill scale so that they can be welded into the firebox. The water shut off valve from the tender to the locomotive has been inspected. The valve on the engineer's side
has a bent rod which volunteers are fixing, along with replacing the filter screens that keep sediment from flowing out
of the tender into the boiler. An inspection was made of the interior water space of the tender. The baffles and walls
were found to be in good shape. The floor has an accumulation of sediment that must be cleaned in the future.
Currently $1,654.00 has been raised for the welding in of the staybolts. Another $2,873.00 is needed before boiler
contractors can begin work.
Various items were taken out of long term storage including the tender doors, grate shaker bars and mounts, lubricator
lines for the stoker, a dead weight gauge tester and other items. A light oil was applied to grease cellar parts to help
prevent rust along with grease applied to the main driving axles and finally the feedwater pipe was brazed (hardened)
to fix freeze damage. For more information go to fireup2100.org
Yankee Locomotive Restoration...A 19th century locomotive arrived in mid September at the B.R. Howard Conservation at Carlisle, Pennsylvania. The Yankee arrived via a transport truck that departed from Michigan's Upper Peninsula. The Yankee is a vertical boiler model manufactured by Alexander Chaplin & Company of Glasgow, Scotland
between 1862-1868. At approximately 150 years old, the Yankee is thought to be one of only three surviving Chaplin
locomotives in the world." With the help of generous grant funding, we sent the Yankee to Pennsylvania for restoration work," said Barry James, historian with the Michigan Iron Industry Museum at Negaunee, Michigan. "Once the
rehabilitation is complete, the locomotive will return to the museum and remain on permanent display," he said. The
restoration project, which is expected to take about a year to complete, will cost about $200,000.
B.R. Howard Conservation will be combining the practices of conservation and selective restoration practices to return
the locomotive to an appearance where visitors can appreciate the construction technologies used in its fabrication.
The Yankee is red in color, made from cast and wrought iron, steel and a mix of soft and hardwoods. It is just over
twelve feet long, about nine feet high, weighing an estimated 8,000 pounds.
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John Biehn’s Steam News, Continued from Page 14
Yankee Locomotive Restoration, Continued
However, the current locomotive is in poor and unstable condition having actively corroding iron, fungal decay of all its
wooden components, and actively flaking paint. This is the first time the locomotive has been restored since the late
1930s. The Yankee represented a major technological change for Upper Peninsula iron mines. Until the locomotive began hauling ore at the Jackson Mine in Negaunee around 1868, all the work was done by humans or animal power. The
locomotive signified the coming of the Industrial Revolution to the U.S. iron mines that led the nation in production
from the 1850s into the 1880s. The Yankee is about 70% intact, and almost 60% of its parts are original.
"The Yankee is a rare artifact and is an integral part of the Michigan Iron Industry Museum's collections, and its preservation has been on our project list for sometime," James said.
(Thanks to Brandon Champion, Mlive.com, via Ken Borg)
Frisco 1501 Cosmetic Restoration...Nick Barrack's bus tour business and construction company were shut down for
more than two months by the economic fallout of the Covid-19 pandemic. He received money from the federal government's Payroll Protection Program to keep paying his thirty employees. But after a week of doing odd jobs around the
office, Barrack looked for a public project to work on instead of sending his employees home. "The city suggested we
fix up the train in Schuman Park, and I thought it would be fun," Barrack said.
Nick and his employees first gutted and restored the passenger car...restoring it to original condition. He then turned his
attention to Frisco No. 1501, a 4-8-2 "mountain" type steam locomotive that was built in 1923 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The 1501 routinely made passenger and freight trips through Rolla on its way from St. Louis to Oklahoma
City. The massive engine was designed to tackle the hilly terrain of the Ozarks. It started out powered by coal but was
converted to oil as that fuel became more widely used. No. 1501 was retired in 1955 after the arrival of diesel engines
made it obsolete. The engine and a passenger car were then placed in the park and have been there for the past 65 years.
The train wasn't much to look at in recent years. It was fenced off and in horrible shape.But even in that run-down condition, it didn't fail to capture the imagination of some park visitors. Over a two month period Barrack and his workers
cleaned and painted the engine. They got the bell and steam whistle to work again.
(ED. How they blow the whistle I have no idea)
Following a ribbon cutting ceremony many guests were really impressed. The engine and passenger car will now be
open for tours as well as rentals in the passenger car for meetings or a party room.
(Thanks to Jonathon Ahl, St. Louis Public radio via Tom Schultz)
Future Alaska Steam...Engine 557 Restoration Company volunteers are diligently working with face masks in their
shop. President and founding member of the Restoration Company Patrick Durand said, "we all have a common goal of
seeing the locomotive back in operation steaming again." Engine No. 557 is a S-160 class 2-8-0 built in the early 1940s
for the U.S. Army Transportation Corps for use during WW2. Its model was used widely across Europe and Africa during the war. Engine 557 was one of twelve locomotives sent to Alaska in1944 to help bolster the Alaska Railroad. It saw
significant use before being sold to a Washington scrap dealer and museum curator in 1964. It eventually returned to
Alaska and will carry passengers again thanks to the efforts of Durand and his eclectic group of volunteers.
The 557 Restoration project is the only one of its kind in the state and when finished, will provide a whole new experience for locals and tourists alike. The project has two coaches and a power car. Durand said they could use some old
passenger cars from the Alaska Railroad that are stripped out and sitting in Anchorage if need be.
As for the locomotive...Most of the major assemblies are done and crew members are just waiting for the proper sequence to install them, according to Durand. Last year the Restoration Company received a major help from one of their
longtime supporters, MEA. They received a $5,000 grant from the MEA Charitable Foundation which went toward reconditioning machine work needed for the front engine truck wheel set. "We awarded this job to Roteq Alaska. While
the total cost came to just over $16,000, Roteq did a fantastic job in salvaging this major component of locomotive 557.
Had we not been able to salvage this axle, the cost would have exceeded $30,000.
Durand stated this month's marks 9 years of labor totaling over 90,000 work hours, $1,200,000 in contributed funds and
$700,000 in donated parts and services from across the globe. Durand said they hope to get the 557 on the track for regular use as soon as possible, but they are taking as long as they need to make sure they get everything done in the best
way possible. "Nothing would make us happier than to do it next year," Durand said. "We have one chance to make it
right so we're gonna take our time to do it."
(Thanks to Jacob Mann, Frontiersman.com
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P.O. Box 14157
Cincinnati, OH 45250-0157

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

December 2020 Meeting
The next meeting of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be a virtual Zoom meeting at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, December 3. Watch your email for instructions of how to join, as
there will be an initial email, and a reminder a day or two prior to the meeting.
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